
L4 Professional Practice 1 – Comparing Practices
Curated Shows

1. Consist of L5 or/ and L6 work 

2. Each show must have a title

3. The group must write a statement about the show and the concept behind it. 
Please remember the Exhibition Press Release/ Statement examples you 
were given

4. Each group compile, install and dismantle an exhibition in the allocated times

5. The show must be advertised throughout the college

6. Private views – To have of to have not?

7. Documentation of the Show – There must be good documentation produced of 
the show, including High quality images of the installation and the individual 
works within the show

8. The Title, Exhibition Statement and Photographs will form part of a 
powerpoint/ prezi presentation which each group will present to the L4 Student 
body and tutors on Thursday 7th March 2013. 

9. All students within the group must contribute to the process L4 groups should 
visit each other’s shows and learn from them.

Approaching L5 and L6 Students

1. Identify the work and the students whose work it is.

2. Leave them a note with your contact details telling them when you will need 
the work for and if it is ok for you as a group to do a studio visit and come and 
talk with them about the work.  Ask them to get back to you and give them a 
deadline.

3. Ideally you should talk with the student about how you can hang the work and 
what the work is about. Think of this as a studio visit that curators would make 
to the artist. Be polite. Ask questions. Take notes. This will help you write your 
statement.

4. If they don’t get in contact within that time, see if you can find them in their 
studio. If you have no luck choose another artwork



5. Don’t take the artwork without the students permission

6. Please handle the work carefully and respect it as this may be work going into 
the L6 Final exhibition

7. Don’t damage the work and when the show is finished return the work safely 
to the student’s studio.

Reflective Journals/ Blogs (See Blog Content sheet week 11)

These journals/ blogs should be added to throughout the year and will be assessed 
at the end of the year as part of the Professional Practice module.

They should include the following 

1. Handouts from Professional practice lectures and notes and written reflections 
on the content and ideas expressed in those lectures.

2. Artists, artist groups, curators, gallery research which has come out of the 
module e.g. examples of gallery press releases, which ones interest you more 
and why

3. Reflections/ notes/ images/ text on/ of those artists work etc
4. Thoughts on curatorial concepts and especially on any of those concepts which 

you are particularly interested in
5. Planning, ideas, etc, for the upcoming group shows
6. Photographs, images of students work which you might want to include in the 

show
7. Any other information e.g. thoughts and reflections about working as a group, 

what’s good and what’s not so good about working as group,  what might be 
done differently and why, plans for the hanging of the work, etc

8. Different development stages of the group statement
9. Different titles for the show
10.Documentary photographs of the show
11.Reflections on the success and failures of the show visually and conceptually
12. Future shows you might want to do as an individual or in collaboration with 

others.

Journal continues with the development of your own virtual show 


